DID YOU KNOW?

….that the space shuttle flight software simulator runs on a **mainframe**?

….that large **mainframes** can create new virtual servers in minutes as opposed to days or weeks?

….that there hasn’t been a virus on the **IBM mainframe** in over 44 years?

….that mainframes are used by 90% of the Fortune 1000 Companies?

….that **mainframes** handle 70% of the World’s Corporate Data?

….that every time you use your ATM card, you are communicating with a large **mainframe** computer?

….that the average time between hardware failures on the new **mainframes** is more than 50 years?

….that there will be a significant shortage of workers with the skills needed to run **mainframe** systems?

….that you can learn these skills and expect a great career in **mainframe** computing?

Check out options for your future. Join the Enterprise Computing Community >

ecc.marist.edu  http://www.marist.edu/compscimath/